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Why are Chinese girls so attractive to a lot of foreigners? What is is about them that makes them so alluring?

It’s not all about the physical features, of course, but it’s hard NOT to admit that it’s difficult to take one’s eyes off a lot of Chinese women because they look so

damn good. Let’s talk about that. We’ve searched the internet for foreign men’s views on what physical features make Chinese girls attractive:

Opinion #1: Slender Bodies
Some men like their women curvy and some like their women slender. For most foreign men, a Chinese woman’s slender body is almost always at the top of the list

of things they notice first. Because of their diet, culture and heritage and concern for health, Chinese women don’t find it hard to maintain their body shape.

Opinion #2: Facial Structure
Another thing that makes Chinese girls attractive to foreign men is their facial structure. Most Chinese women have high cheekbones and a prominent jawline.

These features combined with smaller eyes, a less prominent, button nose and shapely thin lips makes a Chinese woman beautiful in the eyes of foreign men.

Opinion #3: The Eyes
A Chinese woman’s eyes should be mentioned on their own. Chinese women from the North tend to have smaller eyes while Chinese women from the south tend to

have rounder eyes. Whatever the eye shape, most foreign men say that the allure of a Chinese woman comes from the way she looks at a man with her tantalizing

eyes. Do you agree?

Opinion #4: Naturally Straight Hair
Although there are a lot of Chinese women who dye their hair and style it in a certain way, most foreign men say that they still prefer naturally straight hair that’s

jet black and shiny. Men, of course, don’t notice the hair alone, but it is in contrast with the entire package. Natural is always prettier, coming from opinions of

foreign men wanting to have serious relationships with Chinese women.

Opinion #5: Smooth Skin
Because Chinese women like to take care of themselves, they almost always have very smooth, fair skin. Genetics plays a major role in this, but most of these

women find that it a must to have a strict skincare regimen. The flawlessness of a Chinese woman’s skin can also be a head turner to a lot of foreign men.

Beautiful Inside and Out
We’re sure that you’ll agree with most of the things we have on this list, but you need to remember, of course, that it is not just the outer features that make a

Chinese woman beautiful. It is also her virtue and her character. Even though a Chinese woman looks good on the outside, it would still be beneficial if you get to
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know her and see her true colors because, again, as we mentioned earlier, it’s not always about the physical person’s characteristics because they are temporary.

Thanks for reading and don’t forget to share this post, as well as other ones you may like, to your friends or your family. Check back again for more fun reads

about the Chinese culture and dating Chinese women!
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